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Age dating star clusters 

using MS turn off (13 Gyr)



Red giant (~10% of MS duration)
‣most core converted into He → core contracts, T rises 

‣H starts burning in shell surrounding core 

‣ factor ~100 expansion in radius: L increases, TE (surface) decreases



Horizontal branch (~1% of MS duration)
‣when T~108 K, ρ~104 g cm-3, core He burns via “triple α”: 

4He + 4He + 4He ! 12C + �(7.275 MeV)

 (no stable element with atomic mass #5 or 8)

‣ some O & Ne also formed:

4He + 12C ! 16O + �

‣H continues to burn in shell

‣ quickly moves to higher TE (left of H-R), 

then more slowly to right

4He + 16O ! 20Ne + �



Asymptotic giant branch
‣ repeat of RG evolution but with He+H shell burning around inert C+O core



What happens next depends on initial mass
‣M0 ≲ 8 Msun: 

- He/C/O core becomes supported by e- degeneracy P — no more nuclear 

burning 

- remaining envelope blown off → planetary nebula (lasts ~104 yr) 

- exposed degenerate core → WD

‣M0 ≳ 8 Msun: 

- continue sequence of core contraction and synthesis of heavier elements 

- until Fe core, when nuclear burning can no longer produce energy → 

core collapse supernova 

- leaves NS or BH











Onion-skin evolution of massive stars on giant branch

‣M0 ≳ 8 Msun (O-early B spectral types): 

- sequence of contraction & heating of inner regions 

- burning & synthesis of heavier elements 

- progressively faster, e.g. M0=25 Msun

Stage Duration
H 7x106 yr

He 5x105 yr
C 600 yr
O 6 mo
Ne 1 yr
Si 1 day



Iron catastrophe
‣Nuclear burning stops at Fe, when burning can no longer produce energy

‣Fe core grows until it reaches its Chandrasekhar mass, then collapses



Core collapse
1. Nuclear photodisintegration: 

Very high T → lots of γ’s disintegrate core, absorbing energy 

� + 56Fe ! 134He + 4n

� + 4He ! 2p + 2n

(costs 124 MeV)

(costs 28.4 MeV)

2. Neutronization: 

Very high ρ → weak interactions produce n’s, p’s, νe’s, depleting core of 

e-’s and removing e- degeneracy P

e� + p ! n + ⌫e

➜ collapse to NS in few s, ν burst, Type II SN (H lines from envelope in spectrum)  

e� + 56Fe ! 56Mn + ⌫e

e� + 56Mn ! 56Cr + ⌫e



Other type of SN: WDs gaining mass and 
exceeding Mch

Double degenerate Single degenerate

‣ Type Ia: no H in 

spectrum since 

no H in WDs



Type Ia SN nearby "Pinwheel" galaxy


